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It’s
Christmas,
and we’re giving away the presents
See page 6 or visit www.penrithpress.com.au for details
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Secret no more
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Geoff Burn at the door of the
former secret gas store at
Glenbrook.
Picture: DARREN EDWARDS
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HE’S been saluted in Federal Parliament, had his story told in a
book, acknowledged by official
letter and vindicated by being
asked to help the military.
But it’s all 60 years too late for
World War II veteran Penrith’s
Geoff Burn.
In any case, he’s still not entitled
to a full military pension, compensation or a gold card.
Handling mustard gas and phosgene wasn’t dangerous enough

But it’s too little too late
and having to lie to his own father
to protect the secret illegal work
he was doing for the government
didn’t merit reward.
Anyway, the chemical warfare
unit he was assigned to in 1942
didn’t exist – until 2008 when the
military called on him to help
them clean up their own mess.

Based at Glenbrook RAAF base
during World War II, Mr Burn was
one of a group of soldiers charged
with monitoring the gas store kept
in a nearby disused railway tunnel which runs under the Great
Western Highway.
He also helped bury about 30
drums of mustard and phosgene

gas at Marragaroo, a bomb storage
depot near Lithgow.
While working on his recent
book Chemical Warfare in Australia author Geoff Plunkett found
out the Defence Department now
wanted to use the Marragaroo
land and had asked Mr Burn to
help them find the bombs.

As far as Mr Burn is aware the
clean-up of a place which ‘‘never
existed’’ was only possible due to
his expert knowledge of the area.
‘‘They contacted me and I went
out and helped them locate (the
bombs),’’ Mr Burn said.
‘‘The thing that annoys me is the
government would not investigate
this and now that it’s come to the
fore they’re trying to get it cleaned
up in five minutes.
‘‘Now everyone wants a bit of it.
■ To Page 2

